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QUESTION 1

A junior administrator is configuring local name lookups for fully qualified domain names in an isolated environment. The
administrator is given a checklist and must accomplish the following tasks: 

1. 

Add localhost with loopback address. 

2. 

Add 192.168.192.12/24 to resolve to database01.comptia.org 

Given this scenario, which of the following steps should the administrator perform to accomplish these tasks? 

A. Open the /etc/nsswitch.conf file with a file editor and add the following lines: 

127.0.0.1 localhost 

192.168.192.12 database01.comptia.org 

B. Open the /etc/dhcpd.conf file with a file editor and add the following lines: 

127.0.0.1 localhost 

192.168.192.12 database01.comptia.org 

C. Open the /etc/hosts file with a file editor and add the following lines: 

127.0.0.1 localhost 

192.168.192.12 database01.comptia.org 

D. Open the /etc/network file with a file editor and add the following lines: 

127.0.0.1 localhost 

192.168.192.12 database01.comptia.org 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A server administrator is given the hash of an account password that needs to be synchronized across all servers. 

Which of the following will allow the server administrator to configure the account password? 

A. Edit the password file. 

B. Use the usermod command. 
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C. Edit the shadow file. 

D. Use the passwd command. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

An analyst is trying to determine which public IP addresses are managed by Company A, but the script is not working
correctly. 

Which of the following explains what is wrong with the script? 

A. $(cat ip-list.txt) should be changed to `cat ip-list.txt` in the for statement. 

B. The for should be changed to while in the loop. 

C. The > should be changed to 2> in the do statement. 

D. The -ne flag should be changed to -eq in the if statement. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A systems administrator received a request to change the hostname to a new name. Which of the following file
configurations should be changed to fix the hostname in the server? 

A. /etc/sysconfig/network 

B. /etc/hosts 

C. /etc/resolv.conf 

D. /etc/sysconfig/nsswitch.conf 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference https://www.tecmint.com/set-hostname-permanently-in-linux/ 
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QUESTION 5

A systems administrator wants to disable the isofs module on the server. 

Which of the following will allow the administrator to check if the isofs module is currently in use? 

A. modprobe 

B. insmod 

C. rmmod 

D. lsmod 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6

An administrator notices a website hosted on an httpd web server is not loading. Upon further inspection, the
administrator learns there are no httpd processes running. When starting the service, the site operates correctly for a
few minutes before the process disappears again. 

Which of the following should the administrator consider as the MOST likely possibility before troubleshooting the
issue? 

A. The CPU has too much load, causing it to overheat, and the kernel is automatically killing the processes to keep the
CPU cool. 

B. An external database to which the web server connects is offline, causing httpd to die due to execution errors. 

C. Shared libraries, which were recently updated, are causing compatibility issues and httpd to die due to version
mismatch. 

D. The out-of-memory killer was activated due to low available memory, causing the kernel to kill the processes
automatically. 

E. The server is intermittently losing access to the network, causing socket errors that trigger httpd to die. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

A systems administrator wants to increase the existing drive space on a Linux server with a software RAID. After
physically adding the new drive to the system, and then adding the drive to the RAID array, the administrator notices the
available drive space has not increased. A status of the array shows the new drive and the original storage space: 

md0 : active Raid sdd1[3]S sdc1[2] sdb1[1] sda1[0] 954585654 blocks level5 64K chunk algorithm 2 [3/3] [UUU] 

Which of the following should the administrator do to make all storage space available on the RAID array? 
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A. Run hdparm to alert the kernel to a new drive. 

B. Convert the new drive to a hot spare. 

C. Set the RAID type to a RAID 1. 

D. Grow the array size to four members. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 8

A Linux systems administrator wants the ability to access systems remotely over SSH using RSA authentication. To
which of the following files should the RSA token be added to allow this access? 

A. authorized_keys 

B. ~/.ssh/ssh_config 

C. id_rsa.pub 

D. known_hosts 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/how-to-configure-ssh-key-based- authentication-on-a-linux-
server 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator is reviewing updates in the master online Git repository and notices a file named .htaccess. The file
contains passwords and should only be in the administrator\\'s local repository, not the online one. Which of the
following would prevent this file from appearing online in the future? 

A. git commit -m "File Update" -x .htaccess 

B. sed -i \\'s/#Preserve Hidden=True/Preserve Hidden=True/g\\' .git/config 

C. chown nobody:nodoby .htaccess 

D. echo ".htaccess" >> .gitignore 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

A Linux administrator needs to update a script that is stored in the team\\'s Git repository. 

After the administrator clones the repository, which of the following is the BEST method to ensure merging changes in
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the future will not overwrite other users\\' commits to the repository? 

A. Create a new repository based on the existing repository 

B. Create a new folder with the changes under the administrator\\'s name 

C. Create a new script and commit it to the master branch 

D. Create a new branch and make modifications to the code 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Joe, a user, asks a systems administrator to schedule the daily execution of a custom script. Which of the following
commands will allow the systems administrator to set up Joe\\'s cron job? 

A. crontab -r -u joe 

B. crontab -e -u joe 

C. crontab -n -u joe 

D. crontab -l -u joe 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following server roles would assign a host IP address? 

A. DHCP 

B. NTP 

C. DNS 

D. SSH 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Using which of the following control mode commands is the correct way to substitute all occurrences of / dev/sdc with
/dev/sdd while editing a file in vi? 

A. :s//dev/sdc//dev/sdd 

B. :s/\/dev\/sdc/\/dev\/sdd/g 
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C. :s/\/dev\/sdc/\/dev\/sdd 

D. :%s/\/dev\/sdc/\/dev\/sdd 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

An administrator has a CSV file named hosts.csv. The contents of hosts.csv include the following: 

192.168.2.57,lnx1prd.example.com,Linux,Production 192.168.2.58,lnx2prd.example.com,Linux,Production
192.168.1.4,server15.example.com,Windows,Development 

The administrator needs to create a second comma-separated list of only the Linux server IP addresses. Which of the
following commands would achieve this need? 

A. for ip in $(grep "Linux" hosts.csv | cut -d"," -f1); do echo -n "$ip,"; done 

B. for ip in $( cut -d"," -f1 hosts.csv | grep "Linux"); do echo -n "$ip,"; done 

C. for ip in $(grep "Linux" hosts.csv | sed "/$1//\\'); do echo -n "$ip,"; done 

D. for ip in $(awk -F, `{print $1}\\' hosts.csv | grep "Linux"); do echo -n "$ip,"; done 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

A Linux administrator implemented a new HTTP server using the default configuration. None of the users on the
network can access the server. If there is no problem on the network or with the users\\' workstations, which of the
following steps will BEST analyze and resolve the issue? 

A. Run netstat to ensure the port is correctly bound, and configure the firewall to allow access on ports 80 and 443 

B. Run route to ensure the port is correctly bound, and configure the firewall to allow access on ports 80 and 443 

C. Run netcat to ensure the port is correctly bound, and configure a static route to the web to allow access on ports 80
and 443 

D. Run route to ensure the port is correctly bound, and configure SELinux to allow access on ports 80 and 443 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.varonis.com/blog/netcat-commands/ 
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